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SQData Data Integration/Replication Toolset
DataKinetics’ SQData Toolset provides a
comprehensive range of data integration, data
replication, data synchronization and Changed
Data Capture (CDC) solutions that deliver fast time
to value. With enterprise-wide scalability, it
integrates disparate data sources and supports
multiple data delivery styles, enabling seamless
sharing of data across the entire organization.

One tool for enterprise data movement
The efficient and cost-effective movement of data
throughout the enterprise data center is critically
important in today’s multi-platform, multi-OS and
multi-database IT environments. Many contemporary
solutions are effective, but very costly, and require IT
resources along with consulting partners to manage
complex configuration and management. IT
organizations require data movement solutions that
seamlessly combine data integration, data replication
and data synchronization capabilities and are easily
installed, configured and administered.
One single product can be used to enable Big Data
projects, get enterprise data to the Cloud, optimize
Business Intelligence and save operating costs.
Most of the top enterprise replication solutions can’t
compete with DataKinetics’ SQData Toolset on
performance, CPU usage for replication, initial cost,
maintenance, or ease-of-use (installation,
configuration and administration).

Data Integration
SQData Data Integration allows organizations to implement near-realtime conversion and integration of data between legacy systems and
new systems, for use on new platforms by new applications. Source
data can be virtually any database on any platform; similarly, target
data can be any database on any platform.
It can be a one-way process, and it can be a one-time conversion, or
an ongoing one-way process. The product can also support a two-way
data integration process, and multi-way integration configurations. The
image shows data integration as a two-way process.
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Data Replication
SQData Data Replication is a comprehensive solution for customers
who have a need to replicate data between multiple databases for
continuous availability. It enables high availability in a disaster tolerant
framework to minimize outages, and provides the power and flexibility
to move data from any source to a range of target DBMSs, but more
than just traditional DBMSs.
Data can be moved in any direction, using multiple data delivery styles
and with near real time latency. The product also delivers the
confidence of consistently checking at the speed of data, and the
ability to trigger business events based on data changes.
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Data integration and replication options include:

• One to One

• One to Many

• Many to One

• Many to Many

• Cascade

Changed Data Capture (CDC)
CDC allows you to dramatically reduce network traffic by moving only changed data in replication, integration and synchronization
environments. Using this very efficient, easy-to-install and easy-to-administer form of CDC, analytics can be run virtually in real time, and at
a lower cost. It can also be used to enhance a legacy ETL system, allowing for a sharp reduction in the volume of data that has to be
moved by the ETL system, which also results in cost savings. Integration with existing ETL processes can be performed via staging tables,
message queues and/or files.

Data Synchronization
SQData allows you to perform complex data conversions across different database types while allowing for a phased implementation with
data synchronization. High-Performance ETL allows you to quickly perform source data unloads, transformation/conversion and loads into
your new target databases. The same transformation logic used for initial loads can be leveraged for ongoing data synchronization, which
then allows you to perform a phased cutover from your old databases to your new databases by keeping the source and target systems
synchronized, and allows you to convert data from one database type into a different database format. Data conversion can be done much
faster and with fewer resources than with other data conversion tools. Current data, as opposed to “day old data” allows you to be
synchronized with your operational production systems allowing for real-time business intelligence and the ability to address business
needs such as real-time business event publishing, data conversions and/or data replication.
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